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Hope College
Board of Trustees rejects sculpture

by Jim Mennett
co-editor

The Buildings and Grounds Committee of the Board of Trustees has denied installation of a sculpture honoring A.J. Muste, sparking controversy for some members of the faculty.

The sculpture was designed and built by John Saurt '80. The wood and sheet metal was intended to fit in the Muste Above on the second floor of the Van Wylen Library.

A.J. Muste was a union leader and pacifist. His beliefs include non-violence, unionism, and against nuclear weapons. His work for pacifism, unionism, and against nuclear weapons has had a lasting and historical impression on America.

According to Dr. Donald Cronkite, biology professor and chair of the informal Muste Committee, the sculpture was intended for the 100th anniversary of Muste's birth in 1985.

The sculpture was financed through a grant from the A.J. Muste foundation in New York City and cost $2,000. Saurt's design was picked from three student possibilities by the Campus Arts Committee and then commissioned.

"It was our decision from the first that there was a need for the advanced sculpture students on campus," Cronkite said.

The contest was an opportunity for a sculpture student to work professionally. It also is "very consistent with the mission" of the college regarding student research, as found in other departments, Cronkite said.

After Saurt was picked to design the sculpture, the design went before the Campus Arts Committee (including faculty and administrators) which approved it. The model was also examined by the Van Wylen architect who made recommendations about the weight and safety of the materials. Saurt adjusted the design and the sculpture was built.

President John Jacobson brought Saurt's and his model before the Trustees' Building and Grounds Committee, which rejected it.

"Icarus" statue now in the Pine Grove. Saurn's design was picked to fit in the Muste Above on the second floor of the Van Wylen Library. A.J. Muste foundation in New York has made a lasting and historical impression on America.

"I think the sculpture is very rough and makes a powerful work. It's appropriate to have a sculpture like that relative to Muste himself," Cronkite said in reference to the roughness of Muste in contrast to the smoothness of Hope College.

"Ultimately, it comes down to the roughness-smoothness question. Cronkite said the differences between the Buildings and Grounds Committee and the Campus Arts Committee is an "esthetic contention."
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Panel of college presidents discusses multi-cultural issues

Carrie Maples, campus editor

"Models of Multicultural Transformation and Challenges for the Future," was the topic of the Presidential Panel Discussion of the Great Lakes College Association (GLCA) Conference on Multicultural life.

The panel was made up of Richard Wood, President of Earlham College; Carol Guardo, President of the GLCA; Robert Bottoms, President of DePauw University; and John Jacobson, President of Hope College.

Bottoms began the discussion by saying he would like to share some of the experiences in multicultural life at DePauw University.

"We had strong belief that no change could take place unless we dramatically increased the number of minority students," he said.

But to increase the number of minority students had to be done about financial aid. "Some of the traditional ways of looking at financial aid don't always work in these situations," Bottoms explained.

Bottoms said part of the problem comes from a "lack of will" on campuses to change, on the part of administration, faculty, and students.

Bottoms also said that administration need to talk with white students about why there is a need for "cultural pluralism" on campuses. "The feeling is very important to keep the lines of communication open for students at all times. We do know some of the things we need to do and it's a question of will," he finished.

Wood also commented, "I don't think there's anything new here, we've been held up by a lack of will."

Wood addressed the financial aid situation saying different packages should be created for different situations. "Fair is treating like situations alike. We have done some things to help but we have 'nt done enough."

Wood said the GLCA was interested in "generating climate that comes from speaking to and setting the agenda. Change: "Change must come from the top," she said. "Guardo said she hoped for an openness among us to talk about the difficulties of this agenda. She said there is a need to be honest about the tensions this agenda creates on campuses.

Guardo addressed the issue of racial segregation and said, "If we can be strong enough to see beyond this head on we can accomplish this agenda."

She said the GLCA schools need to "struggle within and without." The panel was part of the GLCA Conference on multicultural climate held here on Friday and Saturday. Each school in the GLCA sent participants to the conference including administration, faculty and students.

Cabinet members admit Student Congress voting may have been unfair

by Beth Pechta, co-editor and Joe Kuiper, managing editor

"I'll admit some may have voted incorrectly," said Miklosi. "But overall this is a fair system."

Votava agreed. "There are a lot of ways to cheat the system, but we've got to trust people."

The cabinet's decision to let students vote on the results of this election, may not be final. Those students who were not elected and who feel the system was unfair, may have the opportunity for another election, Votava indicated. "If somebody came to me," with a concern over the voting process, he said, "I might consider redoing that election."

In all, there were 55 candidates, including 14 for three Dykstra dorm representatives. Only two races had a lone candidate, for Voorhees and for the joint candidate for Bell Centennial Park, Columbus and Gudeman apartments.

Student Congress will hold its first meeting Thursday, Sept. 20 in Phelps' Otte room. The meetings are open to any member of the student body who wants to attend.

"With active participation said Mikloski, "this year's Congress can really make a difference."

The winners were as follows.

Arcadian-Cosmopolitan: Penny Borchbak.

At-large: Jim Chan.

Beider, etc.: Ken Landman.

College East: Tim Grotenshus.

Cottages: Amy Gump, Heather Kollen.

Durfee: Joe Kuiper.

Dykstra: Alison Clay, Tamara Leuhrs, Barb Woodruff.

Gilmore: Holly Moore.

Kollen: Alison Borsum, Alison Schaar.

Kuiper: Kristen Anthony.

Off-Campus: Jim Cerny.

Tallman.

Voorhees: Jennifer France.

Van Vleck and Lichty: Alphonso Deitz.

Switalski.

Voorhees: Christine Logan.
Students question candidate on philosophy

- Pam Schmidt
staff writer

"Call it a peoples press conferece, call it a town meeting, call it an opportunity for you to get a whack at me," candidate Bill Schuette told the crowd last Friday afternoon in Wmnan's Auditorium as he opened the floor up for questions.

Schuette, a Republican, has served Michigan in the U.S. House of Representatives for the past six years. He is currently campaigning against Congressman Carl Levin for a position in the Senate. His visit to campus was sponsored by the Hope Republicans, and the GOP interna of the Hope campaign management class.

White House chief-of-staff, John Sununu, was also expected for the event, but according to Dr. Jack Holmes, chair of the Political Science Department, Sununu was unable to get away from Washington, D.C. because of urgent business.

Schuette's presence drew not only a large crowd to campus, but also to a great deal of political discussion.

Some of the issues discussed related to the Iraqi-Kuwait crisis, federal funding of obscene art, the environment, childcare, education and abortion.

Schuette described Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein as "an architect of terror" who needs to be eliminated. He supports the role President Bush had taken in the Middle East.

Schuette stated that it is wrong for oil companies to take profits unfairly, but agreed that it is probably happening.

"The lesson to be learned here is that its 1990 and we're importing more energy from overseas today that we did during the gas lines of the 1970s. The point is that we need a coherent national energy policy for America's future," said Schuette.

Like President Bush, Schuette believes that the federal government should assist entrepreneurs in the exploration of energy sources for America. "We can't be held hostage by people like Saddam Hussein or OPEC. His support for energy exploration includes allowing exploration in Alaska.

Schuette is strongly opposed to gas taxes. He accused Congress of using funds from the federal highway, airport and Social Security trustfunds to hide the magnitude of the federal deficit. He also fears a federal gas tax would put Detroit out of work.

Schuette supports energy conservation but doesn't believe it can solve all of America's energy problems.

He supports curtailing the use of America's coal because of its negative impact on the air. Schuette voted for the Clean Air Act.

Schuette is opposed to allowing Michigan to host a low-level radioactive waste site. He would like to prohibit them from areas that receive 18 or more inches of rain per year.

Schuette was questioned twice on his opinion of federal funding of obscene art.

'I'm simply opposed to federal subsidization of art that is pornographic or obscene.'

-- Bill Schuette
U.S. Senate candidate

Schuette said he has a perfect voting record in opposing abortion. "I don't think our government should be encouraged abortion, but rather be pro-

hitting abortion and encouraging adoption," he said. He was in favor of mandatory parental consent for girls under the age of eighteen.

Schuette said childcare need to be dealt with at the federal level, but only in a responsible manner.

"I will not support a bureaucratization of childcare. I voted against the ABC bill, which is not a better plan for childcare, it's called how to institutionalize childcare," said Schuette. He supports a bill that would include tax credits and enable parents to send children to church-operated day-care centers.

In the area of education, Schuette feels that an inadequate quality in public schools is a result of the large number of ad ministrators as compared to the number of teachers. "We need to get more of our funding to where the brainpower is and our future is," said Schuette. He supports a "school of choice" program, merit pay for teachers excellence, and grants for drug-free schools.

A question on the drug problem in Detroit, asked by Katie Stryker ('91), Schuette stressed that drugs are "everywhere."

The drug problem today, it crosses rural lines, economic lines; it doesn't matter," he said.

Political science papers win awards

(HOPE) -- The Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters has recognized two recent Hope College graduates for presentations at the academy's spring conference.

Paul B. Thomas, a 1990 graduate from Holt, was named the co-winner of the Vincent Vorage Award of the academy's political science section for his paper "U.S. Trade Policy: The Protectionist vs. Free Trade Debate and Its Application in Canada and Japan." Thomas, a junior in political science at Hope College, was accompanied by the award, presenting a research assistant for the political science department.

and served as a research assistant for the political science department. He is currently a trainee for the Electronic Data Service of General Motors.

The papers are indicative of the kind of research which can be done by students enrolled in the "Semester," said Holmes, adding that both Thomas and Wiechmann were participants in the faculty student research opportunities in which the department has involved students since the mid-1970's.

Wiechmann's paper was also prepared during the 1989 Washington Honors Semester, in conjunction with an internship with the Foreign Agricultural Service. She earned minors in political science and German at Hope, and like Thomas served as a research assistant for the political science department.

Holly Moore ('93) is interviewed by Channel 8 news after the Bill Schuette campaign event. Photo by Rich Blair.
Budget cuts, housing costs contribute to homelessness

by Pam Lundberg
Feature editor

The homeless population in the Grand Rapids-Holland area is increasing and most experts point to cuts in the national housing budget as the reason.

According to Deb Sturtveant, Hope College sociology professor, the main problem is that "money is shrinking everywhere." The homeless population consists of veterans, the mentally ill, families and single parents.

Also, a new concern is for first-time home buyers who cannot afford a decent house. "First-time buyers can't afford it, so they rent ... Housing is not moving on," said Holly Sturgiss of the Grand Rapids Housing Commission. One typical reason is that upper-income families keep their housing and the rent in turn goes up.

Lower-income families are displaced because of the increasing rent, and, eventually, the family cannot afford any housing and is forced into the street.

"Low-income families are now off the ladder. They can't even get a rental unit at a reasonable price," said Sturgiss.

Even when incomes are increased, a problem remains. When people have bought their first home, they cannot move to their second home because housing costs rise too sharply. According to Sturgiss and the Grand Rapids Housing Commission, "a bottleneck is caused when first-time buyers can't move on."

This reduces the chance for renters to become first-time buyers. When low-income families can finally find a place to live, most of the time the housing is shared between several families.

The bottom line, said Hope's Sturtveant, is that when "wages and housing costs don't match, (people) cannot afford the housing available."

One primary cause of this problem, say experts, comes from a lack of support at the national level. During the Reagan years, close to $1 billion for housing was cut.

"Housing the American people no longer remains a priority," said personnel at the Grand Rapids Housing Commission.

In the early 1980s, the government was supporting housing at all levels by building and funding.

Even earlier, in the 1960s, large public housing projects were built. Now the majority of "shelters" are small and funded by donations.

In the Grand Rapids-Holland area, there are "Liz's House" for women; the " Dwelling Place Inn" an 86-unit complex for families which was restored through a government grant; "Homebuilders Hope Community," six separate duplexes being built for single mothers, and " Integrity Christian Foundation," which has what they term an "emergency family haven" in which families can stay for up to 30 days.

Cheap housing for students is a minor part of the problem. The fact that the students move off campus into low-cost housing is a reflection of the fact that there is not enough housing on campus, explained Sturtveant. This displaces community residents, but the building of more dorms would do the same, she stated.

Through the housing commission, Heartside Ministries and various organizations, improvements are being made on the housing crunch.

Student, faculty ratio remains same over decade

Carrie Maples/College editor

Despite a noticeable increase in the student population of Hope College in the last ten years, the College has maintained a student-faculty ratio of 15:1. Since the 1980-81 school year the student population has increased from 2,355 to 2,770.

Provost Jacob Nyenhuis said, "The student-faculty ratio is computed by taking the full-time equivalent of students and the full-time equivalent of faculty." The two are then divided to give the ratio. This years ratio is based on a student figure of 2,544.8 and a faculty figure of 169.94 which gives a ratio of 15.01 students to one faculty member.

Although Hope's student population has increased by over 400 students since 1980, the student-faculty ratio has remained virtually the same, 15:1.

The full-time equivalents are figured by the Registrar's office each year. Those figures are then computed by the Provost into the student faculty ratio.

The reason why the paragraph in the Hope College Catalog dealing with faculty members and the student-faculty ratio has remained virtually the same over the last ten years, according to Nyenhuis, is that there is a "sizable and growing" department of international education, the college's international center to be named for Fried.

So far this year, over 500 students have participated in international programs, the Vienna Summer School, programs in Austria, bestowed in recognition of the work which he established in his honor to help Austrian students study in Austria, bestowed in recognition of the work which he has contributed to international education, the Vienna Scholarship Fund, established in his honor to help bring Austrian students to Hope, was renamed the Paul G. Fried Fund.

In the early 1960s, for two decades was a member of the international center which monitored the GLCA's overseas centers and held liaison positions with the Institute for European Studies.

He was recognized with the Gold Medal of Merit award from the Federal Government in Austria, bestowed in recognition of his services in fostering international understanding. When he was invited to speak at the first international education conference, the Vienna Summer School, he was a leader in the formation of the Great Lakes Colleges Association's international program in the early 1960s, for two decades was a member of the committee which monitored the GLCA's overseas centers and held liaison positions with the Institute for European Studies.

The international center stands on Van Raalte Commons (formerly 12th Street) between DeWitt Center and Dimnent Memorial Chapel. Through the housing commission, Heartside Ministries and various organizations, improvements are being made on the housing crunch.

Democracy and Peace-The European Experience, on Thursday, Sept. 20, starts at 11 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel. The public is invited, and admission is free.

Fried also will be recognized at the halftime activities during the college's home football game against Drake in Holland Municipal Stadium. A private luncheon and an additional reception will also mark the event.

The international center stands on Van Raalte Commons (formerly 12th Street) between DeWitt Center and Dimnent Memorial Chapel. The structure previously served the college as both the Alumni House and the home of the education department.
**Local News**

**SAC and Milestone move offices**

The Student Activities Committee (SAC) will be moving down the hall of the DeWitt Center into the Milestone offices. The college yearbook has moved to an office in the basement of DeWitt currently used by the Inter-Fraternity Council and the IFC will move into SAC current office.

In explaining the move, SAC chairperson Michelle Imhoff ('92) said, "We're just afraid of the possibility of something being stolen. The walls are not permanent, so people can jump them and take items of value."

Anne Bakker-Gras, Director of Student Activities, apporached Milestone editor Ben Oppari ('91) this summer about making the move and he didn't mind.

"The inconvenience caused to us is minor compared to the inconvenience caused to SAC right now," he said.

**Male wanders into Dykstra room**

The Department of Hope College Public Safety recently received a report of a male Hope student entering a room of a sleeping female Hope student. He evidently proceeded to sit beside the bed and stare at the woman until he was discovered by the woman's roommate who returned to the room from elsewhere.

Details and action on the part of the administration has been limited by the woman's apparent unwillingness to discuss the incident. A report has been filed by the woman's R.A. but without a first-hand report, the administration says their hands will continue to be tied.

**Jacobson opens office door**

John Jacobson, the president of Hope College, has set aside a time for students, faculty and staff to talk with him. The president will see people on a first-come, first-served basis from 4 to 5 p.m. on Wednesdays and Thursdays. Also, appointments can be scheduled by calling Kathy Mervau at x7780.

**Students to sleep in Pine Grove**

Students can still sign up to participate in a fundraiser for the homeless. Students will sleep in the Pine Grove tonight, Sept. 19, and the money raised will go to Heartside Ministries in Grand Rapids. Contact the Chaplain's Office for more information.

**Calculus credits available**

Students who would like to receive 4 credits for Calculus I, II or III and who have not already received credit for any of those courses should contact Professor Sherburne at x7525. Tests for credit will be given on Sept. 29.

**International education office needs volunteers to tutor English**

Four or five students are needed to tutor foreign students in English. Besides monetary compensation, the Office of International Education says students will also have the benefit of knowing they helped. Interested students can call Sherrri Dwyer at x7665 or 396-6472.

**Registration for foreign service exam due in Sept. 21**

Foreign Service Exam booklets are available in the Career Planning and Placement office. This test is given only once a year (Oct. 27) and the deadline for registration is Sept. 21.

**Austrian diplomat to speak on peace,freedom**

The diplomats of Hope College will be delivering a lecture on "Freedom, Democracy and Peace-The European Experience" at 11 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel as the first speaker of the Hope college Presidential Lecture Series’ 1990-91 season. The public is invited, and admission is free.

Nowotny is a career diplomat in the Austrian foreign service. Her initial diplomatic assignment took her to Cairo, Egypt, and her next overseas assignment was in New York City, where she served as political counselor at the Austrian Mission to the United Nations. She was recognized as an outspoken supporter of the U.N. and for her in-depth knowledge of Middle Eastern affairs.

When she returned to Austria in 1983, she was appointed special assistant for foreign affairs to Chancellor Fred Sinowitz. In her current capacity with Vranitzky, she has traveled to virtually every part of the world.

Nowotny is a member of the board of directors and of the executive committee of the Institute for East-West Security Studies, and a fellow of the Aspen Institute of Humanistic Studies and the Salzburg Seminar on American Studies. Before joining the diplomatic service in 1973, she was an assistant professor at the University of Vienna, from which she earned her doctorate in 1968.

Nowotny first visited Holland in March of 1983, when both she and her husband, Dr. Thomas Nowotny, a 1959 Hope College graduate, were in Hope College Model United Nations. Her current visit is being timed to occur in conjunction with the Saturday, Sept. 22 dedication of the college’s international education office as the Paul G. Fried International Center.

**Sculpture**

Continued from page 1

Mayer said the rejection of any compromise was "an unacceptable way to handle" differences. "It is a form of censorship when Muste was about freedom," he said.

"No place is perfect," Cronkrite said. "We all fall short, but we needn't be satisfied with falling short." He thought the Building and Grounds Committee had overstepped its bounds, but that "it’s still possible for all of us to come out of this with face... We need to work and talk together."

Mayer, too, wondered about the level of control being exerted by the Board of Trustees. He said, "Last spring Jacobson said the Board wasn’t about micromanagement."

Cronkrite concurred, "This is a micromanagement issue that shouldn’t be handled by the Board of Trustees."

Jacobson said each group has their own opinion and their views need to be aired. Cronkrite and Jacobson agreed the whole issue was not the most important one around.

But, Cronkrite said, it’s important to get these issues in the open because the college doesn’t discuss issues in public enough.

**Vicar Michael Wilcock to lecture on Relevations**

(HOPE) - The first lecture in a three-part series "The Book of the Revelation for Today" will be given at Hope College by the Rev. Michael Wilcock on Thursday, Sept. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in Winants Auditorium of Graves Hall.

Wilcock, biblical expositor and vicar of St. Nicholas Church of Durham, England, will present the series while in residence at Hope for two weeks. The final two lectures, also to be delivered in Winants Auditorium, will be on Thursday, Sept. 27 at 3:30 p.m. and Tuesday, Oct. 2 at 11 a.m.

A teacher before his ordination to the Anglican ministry in 1962, Wilcock has served numerous parishes and as director of pastoral studies at Trinity College, Bristol. He is the author of commentaries on Judges, Luke and Revelation in "The Bible Speaks Today," a series published by InterVarsity Press.

In addition to his lectures, Wilcock will be leading the college’s 11 a.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday chapel services as well as the 11 a.m. Sunday services, all in Dimnent Memorial Chapel, during his visit. He will also be meeting with area pastors, faculty and students during his residency.

Additional information concerning Wilcock’s visit can be obtained by calling the Rev. Gerard Van Heest, chaplain of Hope College, at x7829 or Ann Farley, administrative assistant to the dean for the arts and humanities at Hope, at x7748.
Middle East: Students to fight

Combat medic Venema 'glad' to serve country

Joe Kalpee
managing editor

When Scott Venema ('93) joined the Army National Guard, the prospects of a lasting world peace seemed high. Events in Eastern Europe and growing communication and cooperation between the United States and the Soviet Union signaled the end of the cold war and seemed to make the idea of war unlikely. Indeed, there seemed no better time to join the reserves as a means of earning money for college. But that was last May, and since then Venema has found himself looking at a very different world than perhaps he could ever have imagined.

Venema, or Private First Class Venema, 91 Alpha, is today a combat medic in the Army National Guard. Because medical units are such an integral part of any military operation, Venema was not surprised to hear several different world than perhaps he could ever have imagined.

Venema was a Hope student and a member of the varsity football team. Venema has not let the possibility of his going to war disturb his education. "I'm not really concerned," stated Venema, "until actual fighting starts. But if I have to go, I'm ready."

If called to active duty, Venema's educational plans would be postponed, but not destroyed. A law passed in the late 1960's would require Hope College to refund Venema's tuition for the semester and reserve an open spot for him to fill upon his return.

Venema received his training this summer at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, a place known as "Little Korea" because of its extreme heat and humidity. Not due to complete his training until next summer at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, if Venema's unit is activated he will be trained on the spot in the field of conflict.

As a combat medic, Venema's responsibilities would include the dangerous task of traveling unarmed through the crossfire of the battlefield to locate, treat, and retrieve fellow servicepersons wounded in battle.

Being a member of the National Guard is a source of great pride for Venema who said he is honored to hold a position in a medical unit. "I'm glad," said Venema,"that I get to use my brain to serve my country. And it's important. You can't fight a war without medics.

Reservists question safety of tuition if they are called to serve overseas

(CPS) - As many as 187,000 college students across the country had their fall term plans cast into doubt when President George Bush said he would call up military reservists to support and replace troops already sent to the Middle East.

If and when the call comes, the students would have to leave school abruptly, sometimes unsure if they will have a place when they return or if the tuition money they paid will be wasted. "I don't know what frame of mind I'll be in for my studies," said Junior Waldron ('93), an Army reservist who is an engineering major at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York.

Many others have been left with a similar uncertainty. The reserves have been placed on full alert by the Pentagon.

"I'm glad," said Venema,"that I get to use my brain to serve my country. And it's important. You can't fight a war without medics.

"I'm glad," said Venema,"that I get to use my brain to serve my country. And it's important. You can't fight a war without medics."
Stafford Loans face difficult times

by Amy Hudson

(CPS) - The apparently imminent collapse of one of the most important players in the system that gets college loan money to students probably won't affect students' ability to get loans this year, various observers say.

"There's no need for real concern," said Dan Goyette, financial aid director at Marquette University in Wisconsin. "We're all feeling secure about the short term."

Goyette, however, added the financial crisis at the Higher Education Assistance Foundation (HEAF), which is the nation's largest guarantor of student loans, has him worried about the "long-term solvency of the Stafford Loan Program."

One campus aid official says HEAF's troubles already have caused some banks, which ultimately lend college money to students under the guaranteed student loan program, to shy away from making new loans.

"We have had some banks that have expressed concern and chosen not to do loans anymore," said Mary Wildeman, a loan clerk at Fort Hays State University in Kansas. "It is a problem for us, but at this point, we're just waiting."

The vast majority of the 4 million students who will take out Stafford Loans to help pay for college this school year already are assured of getting their money, aid officials note. Any problems that might arise would not affect students, at least until next year.

The crisis began in July, when HEAF executives told the U.S. Department of Education, which oversees most federal college programs, that HEAF did not have enough cash to reimburse banks when students fail to repay loans.

Campus officials feared that if banks lost confidence they would be reimbursed for defaulted loans, they would simply stop making student loans.

Student loan administrators, however, swear the loan program is in no danger.

"Nobody's going to lose money," said Dallas Martin, head of the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, headquartered in Washington, D.C. "We feel very comfortable that the program will go through."

"We're cautiously optimistic that banks won't lose any money," added Fritz Elmdorf of the Consumer Banking Association (CBA), a frequent critic of the Education Department's management of the student loan program.

For now, federal officials are hoping a $200 million loan from the Treasury Department to the Student Loan Marketing Association to HEAF will keep the agency, the largest of 35 guarantee agencies in the country, afloat. The loan should carry HEAF into October, said Education Department spokeswoman Etta Fiebel.

We're pleased with this arrangement because it provides a stable period during which negotiations can continue," Fiebel said.

Yet no one is sure what will happen when the $200 million runs out.

HEAF, a private, non-profit agency based in Overland Park, Kan., has guaranteed $8.8 billion in student loans, or more than 17 percent of the $51 billion student loans outstanding nationally.

Exact figures on just how much HEAF owes banks for loans that students haven't repaid aren't available.

Education Undersecretary Ted Sanders told the Senate Banking Committee on July 27 that bailing out HEAF would cost about $100 million.

If the department ultimately has to give HEAF the cash to reimburse banks, students can expect a "drastic cutback on student loans," warned Leo Hatten, outgoing financial aid director at Eastern New Mexico University.

"I think this is probably, on a small scale, another S&L type ripoff," Hatten added, referring to the $500 billion federal bailout saved some of the nation's savings and loan institutions that lost money in part by lending money to people who did not repay them.

HEAF admitted its problems mostly stemmed from making "bad" loans to students at for-profit trade schools.

The Education Department also is considering letting another guarantee agency take over HEAF.

"Until then, 'There's nothing else we can do at this point except wait and see,' said Fort Hays State's Wildeman.

Ohio National Guard wrong to guarantee six years of tuition

(CPS) - The Ohio National Guard wrongly promised recruits that it would pay all of their college tuition expenses throughout the six years of their guard service, the Ohio Supreme Court has ruled.

In 1985 the Guard promised to pay 100 percent of student Thomas Peter Sorrentino's tuition costs through six years of Guard service, even though the Guard's budget at the time covered only two years.

The court said the Guard did not have the authority to commit itself to pay recruits' benefits beyond the term of its budgets.

When it got its new budget, the Guard said it would pay only 60 percent of its recruits' tuition, prompting Sorrentino to sue. The court said that, pending a lower court decision, people who joined the Guard thinking they would get 100 percent of their tuition paid may not have to finish their six-year terms.

Career changes expected

(CPS) - More than four out of five collegians expect to completely change careers some time during their lives, with about half of them thinking about starting their own businesses, according to a nationwide survey by Right Associates, Inc.

Students also expect to graduate into lower management positions, where they hope to earn $20,000 to $30,000 a year, the company said.

Draft registration skyrockets

(CPS) - Voluntary registration for the military draft has skyrocketed since the Aug. 2 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the Selective Service System reports.

The number of men signing up has increased 87 percent over the amount who registered before the invasion of Kuwait, said Selective Service spokeswoman Barbie Richardson.

There are no current proposals to reinstate the draft, which would happen only if Congress votes to make it. Historically, Richardson said, "there have been hikes before conflicts" such as the recent U.S. invasion of Panama.

There could be many reasons for the dramatic increase, Richardson said, such as students finishing up tasks before heading off to school.

Federal law, although haphazardly enforced, requires young men to register within 30 days of their 18th birthday. Additionally, students have to certify they've registered before they can receive any federal college aid.

93rd Pull set for this Friday

(HOPE) - The Hope College Pull tug-of-war, a 99-year tradition, will take to the banks of the Black River (near U.S. 31 and M-21) on Friday, at 4 p.m.

The Pull, first held in 1886, is an annual fall highlight at Hope College—a competition between the incoming and sophomore classes. Entrenched in shallow pits on opposite sides of the river, teams fielded by the two class' attempt to gain the most rope through their strength and stamina.

Each team consists of 18 men and 18 women, with the men on the rope and the women acting as guides and morale boosters. The incoming class is coached by the junior class while the sophomores are instructed by the seniors.

In 1977, the Pull set a record for length and uniqueness. The Pullers tugged for three hours, 51 minutes before the judges called a halt due to darkness. In contrast, the shortest Pull lasted two and one-half minutes in 1958.

New rules were implemented in 1978, following the 1977 marathon, limiting the event's duration. The rules now allow the judges to determine the winning class by measuring the amount of rope pulled by the other team if one team has claimed all of the rope.

In 1989, after a ruling three-hour struggle, the sophomores were declared the winners by a margin of 10 feet. Ironically, the two-year-old rope had stretched and both classes and gained—the incoming class only did not gain as much.

Through the years, the sophomore class has held an edge in the win-loss column. Since 1934, they have taken 34 contests to the incoming class' 18. There have been two draws and three cancellations.
Trustees overuse power

Though both sides of the issue involving whether or not to place a sculpture dedicated to A.J. Muste in the Van Wyen Library (see story, p. 11) agree it’s not the most important controversy around, some of its aspects point up a fundamental concern on this campus. That concern is the Board of Trustees' use of their power.

Certainly, the installation of a sculpture is not as important to the Hope community as student growth, a multi-cultural emphasis, student security, or a host of other educational and social issues. But all of these issues can be impacted by decisions made by the Board of Trustees.

According to President John Jacobson, and the bylaws of the college, the Board of Trustees had the ability to reject the Muste sculpture and even its temporary placement in the library. But as stated by Professor Donald Conkrite, a supporter of the sculpture, “It’s not always right to use authoritative power, though you have at it.”

And that’s what Muste thought. A wholehearted pacifist, Muste rubbed at the grain of Hope College when he was here. But the scope of Muste’s accomplishments, whether or not you agree with them, reflect back upon Hope’s influence on him.

The sculpture itself, designed to be a rough work which fit into a smooth place (the lines of the Van Wyen Library), suggests Muste’s place in the history of Hope College. Even people who are not art majors can understand the symbolism.

Yet the Board of Trustees unconditionally rejected even the temporary display of the sculpture, the work of a Hope alumnus, even if only temporarily. If the issue truly is, as both sides agree, so very minor in the scope of Muste’s accomplishments, whether or not you agree with them, reflect back upon Hope’s influence on him.

An unwillingness to compromise on the “unimportant” issues seriously undermines the claim and goal of a liberal arts education. The officers of Student Congress would like to send out a heartfelt thank-you to the student body of Hope College for helping us get to a great start. Thank you!

Sincerely,

The 1990-91 Student Congress Cabinet
Brad Vadova ’92, President
Joe Milikowski ’91, Vice-president
James O’Neal ’92, Comptroller

Hope’s rape prevention information very available

Dear Editors:
The anchor desires a round of applause! The article from Los Angeles in last week’s anchor on Campus Rape prevention was an excellent eye-opening piece! Hope, just as all colleges and universities in the nation, needs to take a stand against campus rape and sexual assault. And I feel we have in many ways.

Hope College is up with the times an campus rape prevention. The tape “Campus Rape” (starring Susan Dey and Corbin Bernsen) that was mentioned in the article, is a part of Hope’s sexual assault prevention programming.

We have TWO copies of this tape, and both were used at our sexual assault awareness seminars in the residence halls at the beginning of the semester. These two tapes as well as many other sexual assault prevention tapes are available to any one who is interested and concerned about rape prevention.

Besides tapes, there is a ton of literature and information on rape and sexual assault available to interested students, faculty, etc. This gold mine of materials is with Fonda Green in the Student Development Office.

In closing, I stress to everyone in the Hope community to realize the seriousness of campus safety to prevent against sexual assault and the importance of awareness. Don’t wait for rape to affect you or someone you know. Get with the time-The rape prevention times!

Sincerely,

Susan Gasper ’92
Intern to Fonda Green
Special Programs Coordinator

Pull remains a tradition

Dear Editors:

Ah ‘s the fall again and time to hash the Pull and Nykerk as sexist traditions which must be changed immediately. Well, I believe it is high time somebody came to the defense of these events, which are among Hope’s greatest traditions.

Laura Huntington Wyss (and I don’t wish to single her out but she seems to be the spokesperson of the dissatisfied) claims these traditions to be sexist. She is by no means the final authority on what is and what is not sexist. It should be known to all that there are many students and alumni (including myself) who vehemently disagree with her. Just because she is the most vocal does not mean she must also be correct. And I will debate this issue with her. So give me a call, Ms. Sexism, and we’ll talk (392-8377).

Furthermore, I don’t see these traditions as worthy targets for change. Were there some injustices being done by these events, I would be the first to push for change. However, after my four years involvement with them (something Ms. Wyss is sorely lacking), I still see only benefits, such as people of both sexes working toward a common goal. Moreover, Nykerk especially would suffer from further integration. I see Nykerk not as a sexist tradition, but as a tradition which celebrates the artistic achievements of women: a very noble cause which also has its place in our society. Any change would definitly lessen my enjoyment of this wonderful event.

Lastly, as a new alumni, I appreciate even more what these traditions provide to Hope students. They gave me some of my fondest memories of my college career and have done the same for thousands of other Hope students. Unnecessary change of them might prevent future Hope students from experiencing the same benefits.

So to those who feel that the Pull and Nykerk are fine as is, take heart, you are not alone and to all the students, faculty, and alumni I say this: Enjoy the Pull and Nykerk and all that they have to offer. They are two of Hope’s greatest traditions.

Sincerely,

Brian M. Andrew ’92 Pull Coach
Hope College alumni
SLIP OF THE MIND
Scissors and Chaucer
JIM MONNETT

My life fell apart when I lost my new scissors. They were black and gray and pure cutting satisfaction. Scissor heaven.

I had used them to open a bag of butter toffee peanuts when the phone rang. I hopped up to answer it and got dragged into some pointless discussion about the future of journalism at Hope. Meanwhile my mind kept wandering back to the butter toffee peanuts. I should have kept my mind on my scissors. "Should-haves" don't mean beans.

Later that day I went back to find my scissors. They hid. I searched harder. They mocked. I frantically tore up the room. They smoked a cigarette and blew smoke rings around my frustration.

So I thought I would just ignore the loss of my new scissors. I went about my business as if my life was normal. And then the phone rang.

A good friend from home was going into the hospital for cancer surgery at the end of the week. My happy Hope life started to shake again. Trying to keep my mind occupied, I went looking for the scissors again. Somewhere I distinctly heard a sharp "Hah!"

Since I couldn't find the scissors I did the next best thing and buried myself in a research- exposition of Shakespearean Sonnet 94. What is especially disturbing about this is that I actually enjoyed the work. It was a type of paper that I hadn't written since high school so it had nostalgia going for it.

My mind could wrap around the exposition even as my heart was breaking on the phone with my sick friend. The week passed. My scissors remained lost. The surgery went as well as could be expected. That day I spent seven hours churning out the paper. Even though I was enjoying doing it, somewhere in the back of my head I couldn't help hearing the little scissors voice.

The scissors said, "What's the point?"

I ignored it, knowing the answer. The Sonnet 94 exposition was for British Literature which was required for my major which would allow me to graduate. A very dead horse and people are sick of you trying to revive it. So do a lot of us a favor, and give it up Miss Wyss. You're beating the explication even as my heart is becoming dead. That day I realized that I have no clue what Chaucer said about the Friar on that page. I reread it. I re-not-comprehend-anything.

This year, same story different ramifications. With each assignment there is a page of questions. They're bloody difficult when you're reading comprehension level is at S.

Tonight my frustration ruptured and Chaucer and the entire Norton Anthology went flying down the stairs.

A somewhat intelligent fourth year English major should not be completely unable to grasp Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales." But the truth remains that I can't get through the Prologue.

And we're going to be reading Chaucer until October 15th. That's longer than any other author in any of the English classes except William Shakespeare and C.S. Lewis. Do a bunch of people going on a pilgrimage deserve more time than Tennessee Williams, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Homer? Obviously, I think not.

I've almost resigned myself to failing this Brit. Lit. class. I can always turn my English major into an English minor. But then I won't graduate.

My life will be ruined. I won't be able to get a good job. My wife will leave me with disgust at my illiteracy because I won't be able to debate the merits of the "Miller's Tale." My children will grow up in shame of their father who got decapitated by Canterbury's tale.

If I could have just found the scissors I might have been able to cut this off and pass.

Morale girl denies sexism

Dear Editors:

Here we go again. The everlasting war of whether Pull and Nykerk are sexist.

I was a morale girl for two years and I am very proud of it. I would very much like to see Pull without the morale girls because nothing would happen. Calls would be totally missed and the guys would be hurting themselves by pulling out of union. As far as I know every single morale girl is very much appreciated.

As far as sexism goes, you, Miss Wyss, are the only one who seems to be concerned as to who does what and in what vent they do it. I can't argue from the Nykerk standpoint of this issue, but as a Pull participant, I have yet to meet a guy who wanted to be on the side of a pit. And while I have met many girls who would like to be in the pits, myself included, I have yet to meet a female who could survive the Pull workouts, and don't even think that some girls haven't tried. There are lots of guys who couldn't even survive the workouts.

I guess what it comes down to is tradition. Those who participate in the events, as far as I know, don't have a problem with it because if they did, they wouldn't do it. If everyone felt the way you do, Miss Wyss, the traditions would have died long ago, but they haven't, have they?

So do a lot of us a favor, and give it up Miss Wyss. You're beating a very dead horse and people are sick of you trying to revive it.

Kris Tichy ('92)
Morale Girl

Multi-culturalism should reach even Borculo

by Scott Kaukonen

News Editor

The term "multi-culturalism" invokes images of rooms full of people of various races, religions and nationalities, trying to understand their differences and their commonalities. On the Hope campus, it may be illustrated by a fashion show sponsored by the Black Coalition, a food festival hosted by the international students. Or simply one Dutch-American discussing the Persian Gulf with a student from Uganda. This past weekend, Hope played host to a Great Lakes College Association (GLCA) Conference on the very subject.

But the importance of multi-culturalism, though perhaps not as obvious as can be, is just as relevant in the relations between a student from Borculo and a student from Birmingham Hills. Or between a student whose 16th birthday present was a day off from chores and one who landed the keys to a 1990 Mustang. It's difficult time understanding the lives and thought processes of those who grew up differently than they. People such as myself, who hail from small, rural towns, are often laughed at and called "uncultured hicks" when we first enter the big city scene. We stare at skyscrapers, play in the elevators, and accidentally flag down taxis waving to no one we know. But it works both ways.

To understand why small school districts cannot pass millages, one must understand that the majority of residents in those districts do not have the same mind towards education as those from an affluent suburb.

Sometimes the lack of understanding of such differences can hurt on the personal level. Leaving a cafe in Lansing this summer to return to work, one of my fellow interns decided to "do a better good deed for the day." A small bag of potato chips had been left, unopened, from our lunch. As we left the cafe, she spotted one of the local bagladies, whom we saw everyday when we came down to the outdoor mall. The woman was walking from trash can to trash can collecting empty cans and bottles. "Jane" attempted to give the bag of chips only to be met with a look of insult and hurt. The woman turned and moved quickly away, while Jane rejoiced in our calling the woman's "ungratefulness."

Jane, from a culture of comfort where financial difficulty is equated with reaching the credit limit on the Visa bill, did not understand the Willows of the woman, one which said, "I don't want your handouts. I have my self-respect."

While a multi-cultural approach to one's life at Hope may well be focused upon meeting and trying to understand the ways of our fellow students from Japan, the Soviet Union, or Africa, it might be well to begin with the Hispanic community around the edges of campus, the homeless of Holland, or simply, the roommate from Borculo.
High atop Mount Olympus, the Council of the Gods is in session.

Here events are predestined. Fates are sealed. The course of history is determined.

The almighty Zeus chooses the path of the future with authority and precision.

And finally, oh great and mighty Zeus, who shall win the pull this year?

A: Oh, that was you, always this year. The craft team is with you, sir.

What?

Are you crazy, who?

Because!

It is much believed by the residents that the future of their efforts is determined by the craft team continuing with traditional preparation.

We got safer, more effective tests, sir. Weasers have.Department of Agriculture, sir.

In the future, support the old craft. Be Zeus to the future.

Unfortunatel: for him, the Council also selected the 94 team.

Oh, so who's with me?

And he was dismembered and fed to a dragon.

The moral: you can't beat me. So don't mess with me, or!
Living Colour works well together on 'Time's Up;' second album is even more vivid

by Bill Meengs arts editor

After the success of their debut album "vivid," the band Living Colour took two years to put together their follow up album "Time's Up." Many times, when a band spends so long in the studio working on an album, it will end up sounding over-produced. That is not the case here.

Living Colour once again teamed up with Ed Stasium to produce "Time's Up." Stasium, along with Mick Jagger, were responsible for the production of the band's first LP. Stasium has the band sounding much tighter and funkier this time out. But make no mistake, Living Colour is still a rock and roll band.

The difference this time around is that the group works much better together. Each member gets his own moment of glory, but they're able to mesh together well in the group context.

Cory Glover is in much better voice this time out, and spends more time singing, rather than screaming.

Guitarist Vernon Reid continues to emerge as one of the premiere guitarists. Reid continues to dazzle with the quickness of his riffs. These can be heard best on the first single "Type" and the song "Information Overdrive."

Reid is at his best when he changes styles in the middle of a song. Reid shows this best on "Type," "Time's Up" and "New Jack Theme." In each of these songs Reid works between a whirling dervish of licks and a choral- laden anthemic style.

The rhythm section of bassist Muzz Skillings, and drummer Muzz Skillings, and drummer William Calhoun, pound out a driving beat throughout the album. On "Time's Up," however, they lay down more of a funk beat. In contrast with the heavy metal style heard on parts of the first album.

There isn't a song as catchy as "Glamour Boys," or "Cult of Personality" on "Time's Up," but an excellent album none the less.

'Postcards' uses quality writing

by Kris Olenik staff writer

Finally a break from the super-hyped, action-packed, mega-sex and violence summer 'blockbusters' - "Postcards From the Edge" is just plain good.

The screenplay written by actress Carrie Fisher, the film was directed by Mike Nichols, and it features Meryl Streep and Shirley MacLaine. How can you go wrong with names like that? Fortunately they live up to their reputations. Excellent writing and directing complemented by two extremely talented actresses—the result is one very real and very funny movie.

THE STORY:

Shirley MacLaine as Doris Mann and Meryl Streep as Suzanne Vale play mother and daughter. They have a sort of love vs. hate relationship and basically get on each others nerves but remain close. The movie centers around how Suzanne deals with this relationship, her career, and her drug problem.

Suzanne is an actress and cocaine-addict who overdoses and has to go into rehab. Subsequently she moves in with her mother (MacLaine), who was also an actress and singer and must make sure Suzanne stays sober. Not only does Suzanne have to deal with her overbearing mother (so aptly played by MacLaine) but she has to do a low-budget movie to keep working and overcome her druggie reputation. And, of course, there's the love interest.

THE STARS:

Suzanne has a brief, but difficult, affair with Jack Falkner, played by Dennis Quaid. Yes, another big name. Well, there's more... Richard Dreyfuss ("Always"), Gene Hackman ("Hoosiers"), and Rob Reiner (producer, "When Harry Met Sally") make appearances as well. Much of this movie's appeal is in the recognizable and talented actors and actresses. But even the unknowns fit in because they are all well-placed, well-developed, and well-written characters.

THE SACRASM:

"Postcards From the Edge" is one of those movies you walk out of trying to remember all of the hilarious one-liners and sarcastic witticisms realizing you should really see it again to catch them all and memorize them for future use. Surprisingly, Meryl Streep as Suzanne MacKlin does an excellent job as a straight-faced cynic. This is the first comedy I've seen her in (I chose to skip "She-Devil") and I'd like to see her in more.

THE DYNAMIC DUO:

I would also point out how well she and MacLaine (Doris, Mom) worked together. The same is true with the mother and daughter combination, both extremely sarcastic and obnoxious. Showing off some of their talent, both perform songs in the movie as well.

THE SUMMARY:

"Postcards From the Edge." Just an array of scenes, events, and relationships Suzanne (Streep) encounters while rehabilitating and rebuilding her life, her career, and her relationship with her mother. Very real and very funny.

Like any Living Colour project, there are several messages on "Time's Up." The group addresses everything from black history in the song "Pride," to racism in "Type" to safe sex in "Under Cover of Darkness." Living Colour is very careful on "Time's Up" to make sure they don't alienate anyone from their message. On the track "fight the fight," they make a stand for world unity. Glover sings, "...we all are in the same war—we are all in the same revolution—got to know what you're fighting for..."
Reformed church ordains Van Arendonk

by Eric Wolthuis
staff writer

Students at Hope over the past two years have known Scott Van Arendonk as the assistant chaplain of the college. But as of this past summer, Scott also became an ordained minister of the Reformed Church. His four years of college and five years of seminary culminated in a final oral exam before the Southwest Michigan classis in June.

So what does it mean to be ordained? "It's not that much different," said Scott. "I'm now qualified to do the sacraments, such as the Lord's supper, baptism, and marriage." Right now however, he spends most of his time with a staff group, leading counseling (from marriage to crisis), programming-organizing of campus religious groups and events, and "cooperating and communicating with the Student Development office, we do a lot of that," said Scott.

Professor shortage causes faculty raids

by B.J. Hoeptner
(CPS) - Like a major league baseball team, Emory University in Atlanta is starting this season with a powerful new lineup in its French department. It signed four star free-agent teachers from another university. It lured them with higher salaries and promises of better working conditions.

In North Carolina, Duke University is opening its season with new professors signed in raids of the faculty of the Cornell, John Hopkins and Princeton universities.

Earlier this year, six of the University of Wisconsin's theater faculty moved to the University of Delaware.

American campuses, various observers contend, seem to have suddenly entered an era of raiding each others' faculties, and stealing top-notch teachers away with promises of better working conditions and higher salaries.

"It's definately happening," said Iris Molosky, of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), the nation's third-biggest faculty union. "We're seeing it in a number of cases," she said.

Added Elaine El-Khawas of the American Council on Education (ACE), a Washington, D.C. - based group that represents college presidents, "A greater degree of that (schools luring professors away from other institutions) is going on now than five years ago."

In a study released in July, El-Khawas and ACE found that a majority of American campuses - 59 percent of the 364 institutions they surveyed - were having trouble hiring enough professors to teach their classes.

Moreover, 89 percent of the respondents were concerned about how the shortage would affect at least a few departments.

The survey also found that 63 percent of the institutions reported greater difficulty in getting top applicants to accept positions, an increase of 23 percent over 1989.

The reason for the "professor shortage" is that a big crop of senior professors is approaching retirement age. In the meantime, the students who would have gone to grad school to get doctoral degrees and prepare to become full professors to replace the retirees instead opted for higher salaries and faster career tracks in private industry.

To get and hold the relative few professors now entering their prime, schools will need to offer them better salaries and more prerequisites, El-Khawas noted.

But El-Khawas says few of the universities have taken any action.

In April, 1990, Georgia's state Board of Regents voted to give a 4 percent salary hike to state college and university professors. Several other schools say they are considering raises.

The stakes can be high. During the summer, Johns Hopkins University's French department, considered one of the best in the country, lost three professors and a visiting professor to Emory.

Molosky thinks it's too soon to say if there really is a shortage, but added "if the faculty shortage happens, raiding could increase."

Nationwide, faculty salaries are rose 6.1 percent, to an average of $41,650 for 1989-90, Molosky's AAUP found in its annual survey released in April.

However, when adjusted for inflation, AAUP found that the average salary increased only 1.1 percent, the same as the previous year.

The leader of the move south was Josue Harari, the department chairman who first went to Emory as a visiting professor and then decided to stay and head the department.

"The administration at Emory is committed to the idea that the humanities are growing. I've never seen an administration so tuned into the humanities," Harari said. "At Johns Hopkins we were overextended. It was never a question of salary, it was a question of work conditions," he added.

"There isn't a university today that isn't aware of the professor shortage," Harari concluded. "Some are trying to do preemptive moves, others use corrective moves."
Sports

Soccer player breaks jaw

by Rochelle Anderson

The men's soccer team split between its opponents this past week. The Flying Dutchmen were defeated by Michigan State University (5-1) at the newly renovated Buys Athletic Field, but they defeated Olivet (6-1) at Olivet.

The Spartans took only eight shots on goal, but converted on five. The first two goals came from penalty shots in the first half. The goals were scored by Carl Hopfinger and Mike Rawlings. Rawlings added the third goal to end the first half scoring.

The Dutchmen fired back in the second half when Randy Brookes (92) scored Hope's only goal on a scramble off a rebound 15 minutes into the half. "I was excited to play since I hadn't played in two years," said Brothers after the game.

MSU responded with goals by Derek Felt and Brad Penzinger to put the game away. "They were effective," said first year coach Steve Smith to his players after the game. He added, "I can't express any disappointment in you right now."

"We showed more depth than I thought we would, compared to where we were last year at this point, we're ahead." -Coach Mark Northuis

The men's soccer team split between its opponents this past week. The Flying Dutchmen were defeated by Michigan State University (5-1) at the newly renovated Buys Athletic Field, but they defeated Olivet (6-1) at Olivet.

The Spartans took only eight shots on goal, but converted on five. The first two goals came from penalty shots in the first half. The goals were scored by Carl Hopfinger and Mike Rawlings. Rawlings added the third goal to end the first half scoring.

The Dutchmen fired back in the second half when Randy Brookes (92) scored Hope's only goal on a scramble off a rebound 15 minutes into the half. "I was excited to play since I hadn't played in two years," said Brothers after the game.

MSU responded with goals by Derek Felt and Brad Penzinger to put the game away. "They were effective," said first year coach Steve Smith to his players after the game. He added, "I can't express any disappointment in you right now."

"We showed more depth than I thought we would, compared to where we were last year at this point, we're ahead." -Coach Mark Northuis

The team standings found Alma in first with 37 points finished third. GVSU and the other six teams finished far behind.

The top five runners from each team are assigned points and although Hope had two runners in the top three finishers, Alma had better depth with their top five runners finishing ahead of Hope's. "I wanted to be at the mile mark in about 5-05, but still be in the top 25 and I summer to prepare for the season," said Northuis.

Coach Mark Northuis was surprised at the team's showing, "We ran better than I thought we would. Compared to where we were last year at this point, we're ahead." Northuis remarked, "Considering what we graduated, I was surprised to get second. I thought we'd get third at the best, and we almost won the thing."

"On the women's side, last year we finished fourth and this year we almost took second. I'm pleased where we were in both races. Jillian Bannink wasn't quite as pleased about her time as Roberts was. "It's all right for the beginning of the year. We wanted to go out as a team and stay in a pack." Since the team is young, staying together will benefit the younger members more than everyone running their own race. "I feel real strong when I run because we've got the endurance, but we don't have speed yet," said Bannink. Many Hope runners complained of having the stamina but not the speed at the end of the race to catch the runners ahead of them.

"We showed more depth than I thought we would," said Smith, "but we had no time to practice." They had no practice after the weekend and had only one day of practice before they played Olivet.

Roberts takes Hope Invitational by 3 seconds

by Lance Evert, assistant photo editor

Captains Bruce Fletler (91) and Bill Roberts (91) lead the 25th running of the Hope College Invitational. Roberts won the five mile race in 26:35. Photo by Lance Evert.
Field hockey team enters last season

by Rochelle Anderson

The Flying Dutch field hockey team should be a contender for the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association title this year as they return a squad that is full of letter winners.

Coach Karla Wolters returned 11 letter winners from last year's 12-8 team that finished second in the MIAA. Sue Wise('91) and Abby VanDuyne('91) are co-captains of this year's team.

The returnees are two All-MIAA players -Spring and Eileen Malekewitz('91). Spring led the team in scoring in 1989-90 with 12 goals and four assists. Malekewitz, as Hope's starting goalie, yielded just 22 goals over 20 games and was credited with nine shutouts.

The Flying Dutch tied their first game of the year, 0-0, when they played under the lights to tie at 0 in double overtime last Saturday, Sept. 15. The team has enjoyed three consecutive winning seasons under coach Wolters, posting a 20-22-2 record.

Their last game was played at Goshen, Ind. Where they played under the lights to tie at 0 in double overtime last Saturday, Sept. 15.

The teams strength this year is their defense. "We can keep the other team from scoring, but we need to utilize the potential we have for a strong offense, and score to win the games," said VanDuyne. This fact is evident in their two scoreless games so far this year.

They have strengths both on the field as well as off the field. "The team becomes a support group for family problems, or spiritual growth, or in having problems with school," commented VanDuyne. "We're supportive to each other in other parts of our lives. It's a neat advantage to be in a sport if you're not involved in other campus activities," said VanDuyne.

For years Hope has ranked among the nation's top NCAA Division III teams in home attendance for men's basketball games. This past year the Flying Dutchmen were second in the nation in average home attendance behind only MIAA rival Calvin College.

According to Spring and VanDuyne, Calvin and DePauw are their strongest competition. The team scrimmaged Calvin earlier this year and lost in regular playing time, but with 10 extra minutes, they tied Calvin 1-1.

"We need to learn to work together and communicate and learn our positions," commented VanDuyne, "so we know where we need to be at the right time."

Unfortunately, the field hockey team will not be playing as a varsity team next year. Spring commented, "there are a mixture of reasons."

The first of which is the fact that there are not many referees left in the MIAA. They are hard to find and expensive to bring to a game.

The second reason is the scholastic part of it. "We're academic students before we're athletes," said Spring, "since we have only four MIAA teams, we travel to Kentucky and Ohio to play other teams and this takes a lot of time away from classes."

VanDuyne added,"the reasons make sense, but we're still disappointed."

According to the co-captains, the teams reaction was quite similar. "We'd like to fight if there's a chance next year and I think there is," said Spring. This chance will not be as a varsity sport, but rather as a club sport. "It's going to be hard to find the people to have a club sport," said Spring. Coach Wolters could not recruit this year and so they do not have the experienced people joining the team as they did last year.

"People would specifically look to Hope because it had a good field hockey team, so we won't be getting the really dedicated players. They'll go to other schools," added VanDuyne.

For this year though, the field hockey team is in full swing. They have only four home games. The highlight of which will be the Michigan Invitational Tournament on Sept. 28-29.

Hope leads nation in basketball attendance

(10/10) - Let there be no doubt about the interest in basketball on the campus of Hope College.

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) reports that the Division III national champion Flying Dutch women's basketball team topped the country in average home game attendance in the 1989-90 season.

For years Hope has ranked among the nation's top NCAA Division III teams in home attendance for men's basketball games. This past year the Flying Dutchmen were second in the nation in average home attendance behind only MIAA rival Calvin College.

Hosting NCAA playoff games on three consecutive weekends, including near-capacity crowds at the Holland Civic Center for the championship tournament, raised the women's average home attendance per game.

The Flying Dutch normally play their home games at the college's Dow Center, which has a seating capacity of approximately 500. The Holland Civic Center can accommodate 2,500 fans.

The NCAA regional and quarterfinal tournament games were played in the Dow Center where seating was increased to approximately 800 seats. Attendance at the two-night championship tournament in the Civic Center totaled over 4,500 paid admissions.

The Flying Dutch, coached by Sue Wise, defeated St. John Fisher College of New York 65-63 in the national championship game. The team posted a 24-2 season record.

FOOTBALL
Adrian 7, Defiance 6
Albion 38, Kalamazoo 28
Alma 65, Franklin 34
Hope 23, Findlay 23 (tie)
K-zoo 31, II Benedictine 6
Taylor 16, Olivet 13

MEN'S SOCCER
League Games
Calvin 1, Albion 0 (ot)
Hope 6, Olivet 1
Kalamazoo 7, Alma 4
Adrian at Hope, ppd
Albion 4, Alma 0
Kalamazoo 6, Olivet 1

Non-League Games
Michigan State 5, Hope 1
Adrian 3, Nazareth 1
Calvin 1, Mt. Union, Ohio 0
Calvin 1, Wooster 1 (tie)

WOMEN'S SOCCER
League Games
Hope 4, Albion 1
Kalamazoo 7, Alma 0
Adrian 9, Olivet 0

Non-League Games
Calvin 7, Tri-State, Ind. 0
John Carroll, Ohio 2, Alma 1

FIELD HOCKEY
League Games
Calvin 8, Adrian 0
Hope 5, Kalamazoo 0

Non-League Games
Hope 0, Goshen 0 (tie)

VOLLEYBALL
League Matches
K-Zoo d. Alma 15-1, 15-13, 15 11
Calvin d. Albion 15-2, 15-11, 15 6
Hope d. Olivet 15-6, 15-8, 14-16, 15-5

Non-League Match
Adrian d. Defiance 15-12, 8-15, 15-13, 15-10

Cross Country
Hope Invitational
Men's Results
Alma 37
Grand Valley State 105
Siena Heights 129
Aquinas 133
Adrian 141
Adrian 188
Grand Rapids Baptist 191
Spring Arbor 240

Women's Results
Alma 41
Grand Valley State 53
Hope 64
Siena Heights 100
Albion 122
Spring Arbor 165
Aquinas 191

GLCA Invitational
Men's Results
Wabash 23
Hope 65
Denison 68
Albion 103
Earlham 177
Kenyon 187
Oberlin 190
Wooster 211
Ohio Wes. 251
DePauw 270
Kalamazoo 301

Women's Results
Ohio Wes. 65
Kenyon 73
DePauw 77
Hope 96
Oberlin 104
Denison 127
Albion 188
Earlham 220
Kenny 243
Wooster 266

GOLF
AT ALBION
Alma 378
Albion 379
Hope 384
Olivet 385
Kalamazoo 392
Calvin 396
Adrian 406

Sports Scoreboard

FOOTBALL
Adrian 7, Defiance 6
Albion 38, Kalamazoo 28
Alma 65, Franklin 34
Hope 23, Findlay 23 (tie)
K-zoo 31, II Benedictine 6
Taylor 16, Olivet 13

MEN'S SOCCER
League Games
Calvin 1, Albion 0 (ot)
Hope 6, Olivet 1
Kalamazoo 7, Alma 4
Adrian at Hope, ppd
Albion 4, Alma 0
Kalamazoo 6, Olivet 1

Non-League Games
Michigan State 5, Hope 1
Adrian 3, Nazareth 1
Calvin 1, Mt. Union, Ohio 0
Calvin 1, Wooster 1 (tie)

WOMEN'S SOCCER
League Games
Hope 4, Albion 1
Kalamazoo 7, Alma 0
Adrian 9, Olivet 0

Non-League Games
Calvin 7, Tri-State, Ind. 0
John Carroll, Ohio 2, Alma 1

FIELD HOCKEY
League Games
Calvin 8, Adrian 0
Hope 5, Kalamazoo 0

Non-League Games
Hope 0, Goshen 0 (tie)

VOLLEYBALL
League Matches
K Zoo d. Alma 15-1, 15-13, 15 11
Calvin d. Albion 15-2, 15-11, 15 6
Hope d. Olivet 15-6, 15-8, 14-16, 15-5

Non-League Match
Adrian d. Defiance 15-12, 8-15, 15-13, 15-10

Tournaments
Great Lakes College Inv.
DePauw d. K-zoo 15-13, 15-16
Adrian/Siena Heights Inv.
Adrian d. Siena Heights 15-7, 15-12, 15-6
Tiffin, Ohio Inv.
Hope sets up to receive Olivet's serve. Hope was victorious in four games.

Classifieds

HEY BLUEBERRY! I love you and I miss you! Take care.

CHOCOLATE CHIP.

TD BRIAN and Heather: Thanks for all the work you have done for '94. You guys have been awesome! Thanks, '94 coaches.

DONUTS? COFFEE? Laura Palmer? Anyone want to read to trip to Twin Peaks?

'MORALE girls: You have come so far in the last 3 weeks! Keep it up! You are all awesome! '94 Morale Coaches.

INTERESTED IN wrestling? We are trying to get a club going which might include meets with other schools. If you have any questions please contact Bruce Kunzi at x6505.

'M PULLERS - The '94 cannon is ready to rock! Keep up the intensity! '94 coaches.

'94 PULL Team - You've got what it takes! Gook Luck Friday! The even-year tradition is 110 percent behind you!

LOIS, WELCOME to Alpha Phi Omega.

ONE-EYED JACKS on Friday nights; the Double R Cafe on Saturday; an Angelo Baladamenti music festival on Sunday.

JUST WHAT does exactly do Pro-val Nynhuis do?

Classifieds & Personals

WRITE 1990 grad Wes George and make him feel remembered! His address is Co-op Nara 101, 138 Mameguchidai, Naka-ku, Yokohama, Japan, 221.

HEY '94 - Your coaches think you are awesome & we saw Norman in the jungle! '94 Pull Team - Awesome Pull Team.

THE ANCHOR staff meets every Sunday and Wednesday night at 7 p.m. at the anchor office in DeWitt. Join us!!

MARSHA, COME back! I miss you! SDK


SPANKY, CHRIS, Steve & Brian - Norman is back! It's been great carrying on the even-year tradition with you guys! You're the best! Love, Christy, Jessie & Sara.

DID DAVID Lynch have a normal childhood?

HOEK - THANKS for all the friendship and love you have given me, especially in the last few weeks. Love, Chris.

HEY YOU '93 Sibs on the OTHER side of the river! Good Luck! Love, Sara and Jessie.

AM I the only "Twin Peaks" fan on this conformist, Bart Simpson-"L.A. Law" campus?

SARA, CHRISTY, Steve, Chris, Steve, Brian - Thanks for the last 3 weeks! It's really been fun! Love, Jessie.

Come see what the BUSINESS CLUB is all about!

When: Thursday, September 20th
11:00 a.m.

Where: Conference Room of Business Office
(Van Zoeren Hall)
Shuttle Service Available

Hope Van (with flashing light)
Service on Campus only
Sunday - Thursday
7:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.
Friday and Saturday
9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Van will run continuously - repeating stops every half hour
Shuttles last stop Sunday - Thursday will be the Library at 12 midnight - will wait for students until 12:10!!

When you party remember to...

PARTY Smart

Don't get wrecked. If you're not sober - or you're not sure - let someone else do the driving.

message provided by the newspaper and beer drinkers of america

BEER DRINKERS OF AMERICA PARTY • SMART

National Headquarters
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/577-2357
1-800-441-2357

With This Card,
You Can Say, “Happy Birthday.”

With This Card, You Can Sing It.

If you want to make someone feel extra special on that special day, don’t just send a card. Use one, too.

It’s America’s Calling Card™ from Michigan Bell. With our card you can sing their praises from virtually any phone. And whether you’re calling local or long distance, it’s fast and easy. Just dial “0,” the phone number you’re calling and your calling card number. You don’t need any additional, complicated codes.

So the next time you want to say, “You’re not getting older, you’re getting better,” do it with America’s Calling Card. If you don’t have one, call 221-7500, ext. 740. We won’t give you a song and dance. But we will send you our card.

© 1990 Michigan Bell
No other calling card is accepted by more long-distance carriers than America’s Calling Card. Long-distance companies charge their own rates.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 21 & 22
SHOW TIMES:
7:00 P.M., 9:30 P.M., 12:00 P.M.
WINANTS AUDITORIUM, GRAVES
ADMISSION: $2.00